Technology in Learning and Teaching

presents a

Faculty Symposium

Vista Communities: Who is Doing What With Vista Outside of the Classroom?

Faculty Presenters:
Jeff Bell, Robyn DiFalco, Cris Guenter, Pamela Johansen, and Esther Larocco.

Where and When: Studio A, basement of Meriam Library, March 14, 2008 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

What will be covered?
Vista sections are not just for the classroom anymore. There are about 50 community sections of Vista being used by groups on our campus. Some are departmental areas for sharing materials and inviting committees to share collaboratively. Some are areas for communication among student groups. Some are set up as centers for tutoring students; others are graduate students sharing best practices and resources for finding jobs.

Faculty presenters will show you how they are using their community and will discuss their reasoning for using Vista their way. Come with questions, and with your own ideas. New communities may be requested. Make requests to Laura Sederberg, manager of the Technology and Learning Program, x4326.